
Buildings & Grounds Meeting 
December 8, 2022 

Mason Burnham Room 
 
Attending: David Waldow, Nancy Entrikin, Sharon Loomis-Malin, Kathleen and Dave 
Shelman, Sally Fraser, Kris Doty 
 
Arbor Vitae - Martin and Timothy removed the arbor vitae by the S. Transept. 
 
The committee agreed to replace the roses along the S. Transept with nankin compact 
which would be little to no expense and eliminate the maintenance and otherwise 
harmful spraying required of the roses. 
 
Courtyard Lighting - David Waldow installed wiring for low wattage courtyard lighting 
through an existing office wall hole, allowing for automatic dimmers to be on all night.  
The transformer is inside so cannot be stolen as were previous fixes to this problem.  
This gives us time for a long term solution.  The wall hole will meanwhile be improved. 
 
Doors:  17th Street red double door lighting is extremely dim and dangerous.  David W. 
will check bulbs or for other solutions. Check the door to the Vestry and the door stop. 
 
Boiler Room - In need of another clean out including the work bench 
Begin more aggressive distribution of covid masks and tests stored in boiler room. 
 
Chapel Renovation - Nancy will get samples of stackable chairs with arms.  Tags on pews 
will be transferred to a memorial board.  To refinish the floors, for which there is some 
money, the pews and organ will have to be removed.  Dave Shelman will advise if the 
chapel is to be repainted, with consideration for complimenting the chairs, windows and 
walls.  Wiring replacement including removing speakers?  Chapel committee proposed: 
Nancy, David S, Christine, John S.   Martin urged consideration of platform and altar rail 
removal to expand flexibility and space in the room.  Committee urged goal of basic 
renovation (chairs, floor) completion by Easter. 
 
Window repair and replacement:  Begin work after holidays. Broken glass in Ella Brown  
Room is to the far right of the fireplace. Additional glass repair needed in the downstairs 
women’s bathroom and the Godly Play/Studio. Preliminary estimates are very high. 
 
Radon testing to occur during winter break when there is less activity.  Two tests each 
are proposed for the PHAME and Halsey House. Tests at Grace: nursery, Mason 
Burnham Room and 2 offices.  Houses need to be closed for the testing 



Stove: Repair service turned down the pilot lights and confirmed NW Natural Gas’s 
conclusion the leak in pipe behind the stove is non-hazardous. Question whether there 
is money in a restricted fund for a stove.  Suggestion to contact Roses or Basco to assess 
purchase of alternative stoves including induction. 
 
Lighting in the Nave - Look into more affordable spotlight dimmers and fixing the lights 
on the high altar in the New Year. 
 
Include estimated cost for heating in the breeze way as a separate item in the next 
electrical bid for other work.   


